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Lagoon catamaran - LAGOON 42

Nom du bateau : LAGOON 42
Location : Lorient

   

À vendre (neuf)

518 700 € excl. taxes

Resume

The Lagoon 42, with its distinctive style and assertive personality, is a complete, high-performing, and comfortable
catamaran.

On the exterior, it offers a spacious cockpit open to the sea, featuring a dining table capable of accommodating
numerous guests, a relaxation area, and seating on the aft beam. The ergonomic helm station enables easy
communication between the skipper and the crew. The wide aft skirts provide easy access to the dinghy and secure
boarding. Additionally, the forward cockpit furnished with a sunbathing area offers additional living space.

The rigging of the Lagoon 42 is designed for enhanced performance. The VPLP hull and increased sail plan ensure a
better sail area-to-displacement ratio, making it a fast and seaworthy catamaran. The aft-positioned mast brings
numerous advantages, including a self-tacking jib for maneuvering ease, a larger foretriangle offering a broader range of
downwind sails, a shorter boom for smoother handling, and a wider upper mainsail for improved performance in less
disturbed winds. Furthermore, weight recentering reduces pitching, thereby enhancing stability at sea.
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Caracteristics

 Type : Saling c catamaran

 Lenght : 12,80m

 Width : 7,70m

 Draught : 1.25

 Lest type : Keeling boat, Small
draught

 Yacht category : A

 Security : Coastal

 Flag : Francais

 Water Tank : 300 l

 Fuel Tank : 300 l

 Engine : x2 Inboard, Sail Drive,
Yanmar

Sail equipement

 Main sail

 MS Full Batten

 Genoa

 Furling Genoa

 Gennaker

 Symetric spinnaker

 Asymetric spinnaker

 Staysail

 Tormentin

 Lazy-bag

 Lazy Jack

 Releasable forestay

 Main Sail covering

 Carbon mast

 Code 0

 Furler

Electronic

 Navigation control panel

 Loch

 Speedo

 Sonar

 Weather vane

 Anemometer

 GPS

 Plotter

 Radar

 Autopilot

 VHF

 Cruise control

 Charger

 220V Circuit

 12V Circuit

 Shore plug

 AIS

 USB

 Hydro generator

 Wind turbine

 Inverter

 Solar panels

Outdoorcomfort

 Steering wheel

 Tiller

 Teak deck

 Teak cockpit

 Roof protection

 Windlass

 Electric windlass

 Davits

 Dinghy

 Dinghy engine

 Bimini

 Sun bath

 Swimming lader

 Mooring line

 Thruster

 Flybridge

 Outside shower

 Footbridge

 Cockpit table

 Cockpit sadlery

Indoorcomforts

 Air conditioning

 Fridge

 Stove

 Oven

 Black water tank

 Generator

 Watermaker

 Convertible bed saloon

 Freezer

 Water group

 Hot water

 Micro-wave

 Radio CD

 TV

 DVD

 Automatic safety jacket
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Further informations

As the exclusive dealer of LAGOON catamarans in Corsica and Brittany, SAILOÉ is your trusted partner for the purchase
of your own catamaran. Whether you are an experienced sailor or considering delving into the world of sailing for the first
time, SAILOÉ guides you through every step of the acquisition process. Our team of passionate experts is ready to share

their in-depth knowledge of LAGOON catamarans to help you find the model that best suits your needs.

Contact us
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Summary

The Lagoon 42: Lagoon Shipyard's Best-Selling Model

Lagoon Shipyard, a global leader in pleasure catamarans, is renowned for its innovative and high-performance models.
Once again this year, the famous Lagoon 42 continues to establish itself as the best-selling model from the shipyard,
combining comfort, design, and performance. Discover the reasons behind this meteoric success and the features that
make this catamaran a must-have for sailors.

Bold and Elegant Design

Teamwork with Renowned Designers The modern and sporty appearance of the Lagoon 42 is attributed to a
collaboration with the renowned designer Patrick Le Quément. Together, they reworked the hulls, the roof, and the bows
to provide a sleek and dynamic silhouette. This bold and innovative design is the result of close cooperation between
Lagoon Shipyard, the VPLP naval design firm, and designer Patrick Le Quément.

Clean and Harmonious Lines

With its suspended roof, powerful bows, and beveled bow, the Lagoon 42 captivates with a look that is both modern and
timeless. The redesigned hulls offer generous volumes and an excellent balance between performance and comfort.

A Rear-Mounted Mast for Improved Sailing Performance and Easier Maneuvering A style variation in the bows, featuring
a reversed bow that enhances the sporty aspect of the catamaran Panoramic hull windows on board to fully enjoy
expansive sea views A Catamaran Tailored for Comfort and Performance

Spacious and Well-Designed Living Spaces

The Lagoon 42 offers living spaces designed to meet the expectations of discerning sailors. Its wide gangways make it
easy to move between different parts of the boat, while the ergonomic cockpit simplifies maneuvers and provides a
friendly space for relaxation. On board, every detail has been carefully considered to optimize comfort and functionality,
including:

A bright saloon, thanks to numerous windows that allow in natural light A well-equipped kitchen with everything
necessary for preparing great meals at sea Comfortable and well-ventilated cabins, offering optimal rest after a day of
sailing.

Unmatched Sailing Performance

Benefiting from Lagoon Shipyard's technical expertise, the Lagoon 42 is a high-performance catamaran that provides an
excellent sailing experience. Thanks to its rear-mounted mast, it enjoys a better distribution of sails, resulting in improved
balance under sail. The technical choices made for this model also reduce hydrodynamic drag, increasing its cruising
speed.

The Pinnacle: Lagoon Shipyard's Best-Seller

With these strengths, the Lagoon 42 unquestionably stands as Lagoon Shipyard's best-selling model, with several
hundred units sold since its launch. This success is due to a clever mix of bold design, onboard comfort, and sailing
performance, appealing to both amateur boaters and professional skippers. There's no doubt that the Lagoon 42 will
continue to inspire sea lovers and the entire boating industry for years to come.
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